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DRIVEN FOR CUSTOMER SUCCESS

OUR EQUIPMENT SYSTEMS
Since inception, Akkerman has grown with
the evolution of industry demands. We offer
pipe jacking, microtunneling, guided boring
and earth pressure balance systems to
address each project’s ground conditions,
pipe specifications and complexities. Our
equipment matches common pipe diameters
from 4-inches through 14-feet. When we
present equipment solutions, we include
everything you need to tackle the entire
installation along with versatility packages
to keep your equipment relevant to industry
requisites project after project.

SERVICE & SUPPORT
We champion our equipment with a team of
experienced field technicians, an extensive
parts department, and manufacturing
services all dedicated to superior reliability
and responsive service. Akkerman field
technicians represent a powerhouse of
hands-on equipment experience to train your
crew on the project site. Field technicians
have completed and regularly update their
safety training credentials, and demonstrate
the highest levels of safety protocols on
your project. After-market parts sales are
dispatched to your project quickly and
efficiently to minimize delays and ensure
that your equipment is prepared for optimal
performance on its next challenge. Our range
of services include comprehensive in-house
repair, refurbishment and equipment updates
for all Akkerman and other manufacturer’s
equipment.

POWERFUL, PRECISE, AND
PRODUCTIVE PIPE JACKING AND
TUNNELING IN A RANGE OF GEOLOGY
Tunnel Boring Machines (TBMs) and
Excavator Boring Shields (EBS) are used to
install 48-93-in. and 96-168-in. OD jacking
pipe. Both systems are interiorly controlled
by an operator. TBMs excavate soil at the
face of the bore when hydraulic motors rotate
the inner drum, the cutter head excavates
and soil is transported via conveyor and
haul unit for disposal from the launch
shaft. The Excavator Boring Shield system
excavates soil with a backhoe excavator at
the face of the bore and soil is removed in
the same manner as with the TBMs. With
both systems, a pipe laser in the launch
shaft projects a laser point on the cutter
face for the operator to monitor and make
steering corrections as necessary. The all-inone Tunnel Boring System easily adapts to
any jacking pipe with an appropriately sized
TBM, yoke and skid sections. A complete
Tunnel Boring System is comprised of a TBM,
pump unit, yoke, skid, haul unit, conveyor,
pipe laser and often a bentonite pump. An
Excavator Boring Shield system contains a
boring shield with excavator, conveyor, haul
unit, power pack or pump unit, pipe laser and
jacking frame.

PIPE JACKING & TUNNELING SYSTEMS | TUNNEL BORING MACHINES

TBM 540 Series II with Single Bar Cutter Head

TBM 720 Series II with Closed Face Cutter Head

TBM 720 Series II with Mixed-Ground Disc Cutter Head

TBM 420 Series II with Quad Bar Cutter Head

Series II Tunnel Boring Machines (TBMs) range in size from 48-93-in. and consist of eight TBM models with common
ease of operating controls. The Series II TBM has a sealed steering joint that allows for bidirectional, full articulation
at the face of the bore and a high capacity main bearing. Its two-speed drive motors operate in either low-speed/hightorque or high-speed/low-torque modes. This functionality allows operators to precisely tailor cutting speeds and torque
in varying geology for optimal productivity. The operator controls steering, maintains line and grade and monitors the soil
removal process from an interior control station. As soil is excavated, dirt paddles propel it onto the belt or screw conveyor
for transport to the haul unit. Carbide single bar, quad bar and sand shelves cutter heads come standard with a TBM
purchase and can be changed underground as necessary. Mixed-ground disc cutter head for high compressive strength
geology, closed face cutter heads for unstable ground or custom cutter heads are also available.

TBM

PIPE ID/
MACHINE 0D

CUTTING
DIAMETER

DRIVE
MOTORS
STD./
MAX.

CUTTING TORQUE
@ 3,000 psi
(207 bar)

CUTTING TORQUE
@ 5,000 psi
(345 bar)

CUTTING SPEED
CW & CCW
STD./MAX.

TBM 48SC

n/a /48-in
(1,219 mm)

49.5-in
(1,257 mm)

3
4

23,000 ft-lbs (31,184 Nm)
30,500 ft-lbs (41,353 Nm)

38,000 ft-lbs (51,521 Nm)
50,500 ft-lbs (68,469 Nm)

0-14.3 rpm @ 60 gpm
0-17.9 rpm @ 90 gpm

12,500 lbs
(5,670 kg)

TBM 420

42/51-in
(1,067/1,295 mm)

52.5-in
(1,334 mm)

3
4

24,000 ft-lbs (32,540 Nm)
32,000 ft-lbs (43,386 Nm)

40,000 ft-lbs (54,233 Nm)
53,500 ft-lbs (72,536 Nm)

0-13.5 rpm @ 60 gpm
0-17 rpm @ 90 gpm

14,000 lbs
(6,350 kg)

TBM 480

48/58-in
(1,219/1,473 mm)

59.5-in
(1,511 mm)

4
6

38,000 ft-lbs (51,521 Nm)
57,500 ft-lbs (77,960 Nm)

63,000 ft-lbs (85,417 Nm)
95,500 ft-lbs (129,481 Nm)

0-20.2 rpm @ 120 gpm
0-13.2 rpm @ 120 gpm

TBM 540

54/65-in
(1,372/1,651 mm)

66.5-in
(1,689 mm)

4
6

44,500 ft-lbs (60,334 Nm)
67,000 ft-lbs (90,840 Nm)

73,500 ft-lbs (99,653 Nm)
111,500 ft-lbs (151,174 Nm)

0-17.3 rpm @ 120 gpm
0-11.4 rpm @ 120 gpm

TBM 600

60/72-in
(1,524/1,829 mm)

73.5-in
(1,867 mm)

5
6

64,000 ft-lbs (86,772 Nm)
77,000 ft-lbs (104,398 Nm)

106,500 ft-lbs (144,395 Nm)
128,000 ft-lbs (173,545 Nm)

0-11.9 rpm @ 120 gpm
0-9.9 rpm @ 120 gpm

TBM 660

66/79-in
(1,676/2,007 mm)

80.5-in
(2,045 mm)

5
6

72,000 ft-lbs (97,619 Nm)
86,500 ft-lbs (117,278 Nm)

119,500 ft-lbs (162,021 Nm)
143,500 ft-lbs (194,560 Nm)

0-10.6 rpm @ 120 gpm
0-8.8 rpm @ 120 gpm

TBM 720

72/86-in
(1,829/2,184 mm)

87.5-in
(2,223 mm)

6
9

96,000 ft-lbs (130,159 Nm)
144,000 ft-lbs (195,238 Nm)

159,500 ft-lbs (216,253 Nm)
240,000 ft-lbs (325,397 Nm)

0-7.9 rpm @ 120 gpm
0-5.2 rpm @ 120 gpm

29,000 lbs
(13,154 kg)

TBM 780

78/93-in
(1,981/2,362 mm)

94.5-in
(2,400 mm)

6
9

105,500 ft-lbs (143,039 Nm)
158,500 ft-lbs (214,898 Nm)

175,000 ft-lbs (237,269 Nm)
263,500 ft-lbs (357,259 Nm)

0-7.2 rpm @ 120 gpm
0-4.7 rpm @ 120 gpm

30,000 lbs
(13,608 kg)

ELECTRICAL

Power Supply to
Pump Unit = 480VAC
3-phase, 60 Hz, 400 Amp
Power Supply from Pump
Unit to TBM = 480 VAC,
3-phase, 60 Hz, 15 Amp
Transformer = 24 VDC
Tunnel Cable =
10 AWG/6C 90ºC

WEIGHT*

14,500 lbs
(6,577 kg)
16,500 lbs
(7,484 kg)
23,000 lbs
(10,433 kg)
24,000 lbs
(10,886 kg)

Note: Akkerman standard sizes can be customized to suit project needs. Akkerman reserves the right to improve its products without notice or obligation.
*Actual weights may vary based on specific configuration.
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EBS 960 Boring Shield

EX50 Excavator is Interchangeable Between all EBS Sizes

Operator Control Station

EX50 Excavator Extended Beyond Boring Shield Face

Excavator Boring Shields (EBSs), equipped with the EX50 Excavator are suitable for 96-168-in. OD pipe jacking,
liner plate, ring-beam and lagging, and tunnel building applications. The EX50 Excavator is controlled with a joy stick
and foot controls, and removes soil and obstacles at the face of the bore. Soil is excavated with the EX50 Excavator
backhoe claw and transported by a belt conveyor to a large capacity haul unit for removal from the launch shaft.
Boring Shields can be equipped with closeable, hydraulic doors to prevent subsistence from entering the EBS interior.

BORING
SHIELD

MACHINE 0D

CUTTING
DIAMETER

EBS 840

100-in (2,540 mm)

101.5-in (2,578 mm)

EBS 960

114-in (2,896 mm)

115.5-in (2,934 mm)

LENGTH

WEIGHT
w/o EXCAVATOR*
33,400 lbs (15,150 kg)
36,600 lbs (16,601 kg)

18-ft
(5.5 m)

EBS 1080

127-in (3,226 mm)

128.5-in (3,264 mm)

50,500 lbs (22,906 kg)

EBS 1200

144-in (3,658 mm)

145.5-in (3,696 mm)

53,000 lbs (24,040 kg)

EBS 1440

168-in (4,267 mm)

169.5-in (4,305 mm)

60,000 lbs (27,216 kg)

Note: Akkerman standard sizes can be customized to suit project needs. Akkerman reserves the right to improve its products without notice or obligation.
*Actual weights may vary based on specific configuration.

EXCAVATOR

HYDRAULICS

EXTENSION

RETRACTION

WEIGHT

EX50

60 gpm @ 2,800 psi
(227 L/min @ 1,724 kPa)

48,000 lbs
(21,772 kg)

24,000 lbs
(10,886 kg)

7,000 lbs
(3,175 kg)
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Tunnel Boring System with Series II TBM 600

Thrust Yokes

5200 Series Pump Unit

Skid Base

The Tunnel Boring System is a turnkey solution for 48-94.5-in. OD pipe jacking and is comprised of a pump unit positioned
behind a thrust yoke that matches the diameter of the TBM, and mounted on a skid base. Pipe jacking takes place when
the operator on the pump unit’s platform engages controls to extend jacking cylinders to advance the yoke, TBM and pipe
along the skid base. The 5200 Series Pump Unit features independent hydraulic jacking and TBM supply functions with
pressure compensated capabilities. Combinations of 30, 60, 90 and 120 gallons per minute are selected to match boring
head and auxiliary requirements. Thrust Yokes match the pipe diameter and provide a 360-degree surface to minimize
point pressure on the pipe and transfer thrust from the pump unit to the pipe. Skid Bases accommodate various shaft
configurations and are available in standard lengths of 2.5-22.5-ft.

PUMP
UNIT

DIMENSIONS
hxwxd

5200 Series
Pump Unit

90 x 102 x 62-in
(2,286 x 2,591 x
1,575 mm)

SKID/YOKE

WEIGHT
w/ OIL

THRUST

17,200 lbs
(7,802 kg)

(2) 200 ton (181 t)
w/ 36-in (914 mm)
stroke cylinders
Total thrust =
400 ton (363 t)

HYDRAULIC SUPPLY
(2) 100 HP (74 kW) low pressure electric motors for
30 or 60 gpm (114-227 L/min) variable displacement piston pump with
electric flow control @ 3,000 psi (207 bar) or 30 gpm (114 L/min)
@ 5,000 psi (345 bar) with a Series II TBM
60 HP (45 kW) high pressure electric motor for 0-12 GPM (0-45 L/min)
pressure compensated @ 8,000 psi (552 bar)

DIMENSIONS
lxwxh

RESERVOIR
CAPACITY

WEIGHT

TBM system and
jacking system
240 gal (908 L)

17,200 lbs
(7,802 kg)

WEIGHT

Skid 2.5-ft

30 x 91 x 25.5-in (762 x 2,311 x 648 mm)

1,500 lbs (680 kg)

Skid 7.5-ft

90 x 91 x 25.5-in (2,286 x 2,311 x 648 mm)

4,200 lbs (1,905 kg)

Skid 15-ft

180 x 91 x 25.5-in (4,572 x 2,311 x 648 mm)

8,400 lbs (3,810 kg)

Skid 22.5-ft

270 x 91 x 25.5-in (6,858 x 2,311 x 648 mm)

12,600 lbs (5,715 kg)

Yoke 360

91.5 x 72.75 x 44-in (2,324 x 1,848 x 1,118 mm)

3,075 lbs (1,395 kg)

Yoke 420

93.5 x 72.75 x 51-in (2,375 x 1,848 x 1,295 mm)

3,200 lbs (1,451 kg)

Yoke 480

93.5 x 72.75 x 58-in (2,375 x 1,848 x 1,473 mm)

3,320 lbs (1,506 kg)

Yoke 540, 540 Ext.

93.5 x 72.75 x 65-in (2,375 x 1,848 x 1,651 mm)
123.5 x 72.75 x 65-in (3,137 x 1,848 x 1,651 mm)

3,450 lbs (1,565 kg)
4,250 lbs (1,928 kg)

Yoke 600, 600 Ext.

93.5 x 77.5 x 72.5-in (2,381 x 1,969 x 1,842 mm)
123.5 x 77.5 x 72-in (3,137 x 1,969 x 1,829 mm)

3,575 lbs (1,622 kg)
4,500 lbs (2,041 kg)

Yoke 660

93.75 x 79 x 79-in (2,381 x 2,007 x 2,007 mm)

3,700 lbs (1,678 kg)

Yoke 720, 720 Ext.

93.75 x 86 x 86-in (2,381 x 2,184 x 2,184 mm)
(123.75 x 86 x 86-in (3,143 x 2,184 x 2,184 mm)

5,000 lbs (2,268 kg)
6,500 lbs (2,948 kg)

Yoke 780

123.75 x 93 x 93-in (3,143 x 2,362 x 2,362 mm)

5,400 lbs (2,449 kg)

90

79
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960JF Keyhole Jacking Frame

EH2250 Bentonite Pump

Thrust Block

EH2250 Bentonite Pump In-Tank Mixer

Keyhole Jacking Frames offer a high capacity jacking frame from a 20-32-ft. shaft. They feature 800-1,200 tons of
thrust capacity to advance up 114-in. OD pipe. The Keyhole Jacking Frame’s hydraulic cylinders extend to advance the
MTBM and pipeline. As the cylinders extend, notches on the cylinders lock into place to ensure smooth continuous
advancement. A hydraulic winch at the base of the reaction wall retracts the jacking frame thrust block. Keyhole jacking
frames are configured with and without a dirt bucket bay for pipe jacking and microtunneling applications. The electrohydraulic EH2250 Bentonite Pump is used to lubricate the outside of the pipe to reduce friction between the pipe and
ground and decrease thrust loads. The EH2250 Bentonite Pump provides an efficient and effective mean of bentonite
injection with a control valve for adjustable output flow and bidirectional hydraulic motor-driven in-tank mixers that prevent
settlement. It contains two 250 gallon tanks that allow for continuous mixing and pumping of bentonite up to 250 psi.

KEYHOLE
JACKING FRAME

DIMENSIONS
lxwxh

PIPE CAPACITY
MIN./MAX. OD*

480JF

22.7 x 9 x 6.5-ft
(6.9 x 2.7 x 2 m)

n/a /60-in
(1,524 mm)

600JF

23 x 10.9 x 7.3-ft
(7 x 3.3 x 2.2 m)

60-75-in
(1,524-1,905 mm)

720JF

23.4 x 12.7 x 8.5-ft
(7.1 x 3.9 x 2.6 m)

75-90-in
(1,905-2,286 mm)

960JF

23.5 x 13 x 10.5-ft
(7.2 x 4 x 3.2 m)

90-102-in
(2,286-2,591 mm)

1080JF

23.5 x 14 x 11.5-ft
(7.2 x 4 x 3.5 m)

102-114-in
(2,591-2,896 mm)

THRUST
CAPACITY

MIN. SHAFT
SIZE**

800 ton @ 8,500 psi
(726 mt @ 586 bar)

28-ft (8.5 m)
28-ft (8.5 m)

NO. OF
CYLINDERS/
STROKE

32-ft (9.8 m)

WEIGHT***
46,000 lbs
(20,865 kg)

4, 50-in
(1,270 mm)

56,000 lbs
(25,401 kg)
Extend, retract,
high flow return,
auxiliary control

28-ft (8.5 m)
800 ton @ 8,500 psi
(726 mt @ 586
bar)****

HYDRAULIC
FUNCTIONS

4 or 6, 50-in
(1,270 mm)

59,500 lbs
(26,989 kg)
74,000 lbs
(33,566 kg)
87,000 lbs
(39,462 kg)

32-ft (9.8 m)

Note: Akkerman standard sizes can be customized to suit project needs. Akkerman reserves the right to improve its products without notice or obligation.
*Smaller sized pipe can be used in conjunction with a thrust adapter.
**Shaft size is dependent upon launch shaft seal and reaction block configuration.
***Actual weights may vary based on specific configuration.
****The thrust capacity on the 720JF and larger models can be increased to 1,200 tons (1,090 t) with the addition of a cylinder kit.

BENTONITE
PUMP

DIMENSIONS
lxwxh

PRESSURE

EH2250
Bentonite Pump

125 x 48 x 70-in
(3,175 x 1,219 x 1,778 mm)

250 psi
(17 bar)

CAPACITY
Tanks = (2) 250 gal
(946 L)
Hydraulic Reservoir =
60 gal (227 L)

SPEED

WEIGHT

Motor = 1,775 rpm
Pump = 0-450 rpm

4,200 lbs
(1,905 kg)

Mixer = 1,750 rpm

Akkerman reserves the right to improve its products without notice or obligation.
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P600 Power Pack

1548 and 524 Haul Units

Belt and Screw Conveyors

Dirt Buckets

The electric P600 Power Pack powers the keyhole jacking frame and is operated with an in-shaft pendant. The P600 features
a 600 gallon hydraulic reservoir with three interchangeable high and low pressure pump and motor modules. Belt and
Screw Conveyors transport soil from the face of the bore to the dirt bucket, are available in various widths and diameters
and selected based on TBM or EBS diameter. Haul Units provide a means to transport the dirt bucket along the tunnel track
to the launch shaft for soil disposal and are operator controlled. Haul units are electrically driven with a removable battery
pack and equipped with disc brakes. Dirt Buckets are sized to match the TBM or EBS and haul unit models to efficiently
transport soil during pipe jacking. Intermediate Jacking Stations (IJSs) distribute thrust load to facilitate longer drives and
are encased in a non-recoverable steel housing. IJSs are constructed of multiples of five ram segments with a seven inch
stroke that each exert 60-tons of thrust and are positioned on the inside the steel housing. The Laser Stand is positioned
behind the pump unit and cradles the pipe laser at the correct height for sight down the tunnel onto the cutter head.

POWER
PACK

DIMENSIONS
lxwxh

P600
Power
Pack

96 x 72.5 x 88-in
(2,438 x 1,842 x
2,235 mm)

HAUL
UNIT

DIMENSIONS
lxwxh

524 Haul
Unit

128.5 x 31 x 15.6-in
(3,264 x 787 x 396 mm)

524 Haul
Unit Ext.

158.8 x 31 x 15.6-in
(4,033 x 787 x 396 mm)

1548
Haul Unit

142.6 x 47.6 x 25.9-in
(3,623 x 1,210 x 657 mm)

1548
Haul Unit
Ext.

172.6 x 47.6 x 25.9-in
(4,385 x 1,210 x 657 mm)

CONVEYOR

BELT SIZE/
AUGER
DIAMETER

Belt 1015
Conveyor

10-in (254 mm)

Belt 1215
Conveyor

12-in (305 mm)

Belt 1615
Conveyor

16-in (406 mm)

Belt 2415
Conveyor

24-in (610 mm)

Belt 2418
Conveyor

24-in (610 mm)

Screw 120
Conveyor

12-in (305 mm)

Screw 140
Conveyor

14-in (356 mm)

Screw 160
Conveyor

16-in (406 mm)

OIL
CAPACITY

600 gal
(2,271 L)

POWER
MODULES

ELECTRICAL

480VAC, 60 Hz
3-phase or
415VAC, 50 Hz
3-phase

Low Pressure
Motor = 1 or 2 100 HP (74.5 kW)
60 gpm @ 2,800 psi
(227 L/min @ 193 bar)
High Pressure
Motor = 50 HP (37.3 kW)
9 or 12 gpm @ 9,000 psi
( 34 or 45 L/min @ 621 bar)

BATTERY
PACK

SPEED

MIN.
PIPE
SIZE

Voltage = 24 VDC
Weight = 250 lbs
(113 kg)

500-ft/min
(152 m/min)

36-in
(914 mm)

Voltage = 48 VDC
Weight = 1,800 lbs
(816.5 kg)

LENGTH

15-ft
(4.6 m)

18-ft
(5.5 m)

15-ft
(4.6 m)

WEIGHT

750-ft/min
(228.6 m/
min)

60-in
(1,524
mm)

USE W/
TBM

WEIGHT

48SC

720 lbs (327 kg)

48SC, 420

780 lbs (354 kg)

480, 540,
600

1,820 lbs (826 kg)

660,
720, 780

2,900 lbs (1,315 kg)

EBS

1,200 lbs (544 kg)

48SC, 420,
480, 540

620 lbs (281 kg)

540, 600,
660

820 lbs (372 kg)

720, 780

1,420 lbs (644 kg)

MAX.
GRADE

6,880 lbs
(3,121 kg)

WEIGHT
w/
BATTERY
950 lbs
(431 kg)

Unloaded
= 5%
Loaded =
2.5%

1,100 lbs
(499 kg)
4,800 lbs
(2,177 kg)
5,200 lbs
(2,359 kg)

DIRT
BUCKET

DIMENSIONS
lxwxh

WEIGHT

CAPACITY

360 Dirt
Bucket

60 x 33 x 23-in
(1,524 x 838 x 584 mm)

430 lbs
(195 kg)

.8-cu yd
(.6 m3)

420 Dirt
Bucket

60 x 38 x 27-in
(1,524 x 965 x 686 mm)

450 lbs
(204 kg)

1.1-cu yd
(.84 m3)

480 Dirt
Bucket

60 x 43 x 33-in
(1,524 x 1,092 x 838 mm)

650 lbs
(295 kg)

1.5-cu yd
(1.15 m3)

540 Dirt
Bucket

60 x 48 x 39-in
(1,524 x 1,219 x 991 mm)

950 lbs
(431 kg)

1.8-cu yd
(1.38 m3)

540 Dirt
Bucket
Ext.

90 x 48 x 39-in
(2,286 x 1,219 x 991 mm)

1,160 lbs
(526 kg)

2.8-cu yd
(2. 14
m3)

600 Dirt
Bucket

60 x 55 x 41-in
(1,524 x 1,397 x 1,041 mm)

1,150 lbs
(522 kg)

2.5-cu yd
(1.9 m3)

600 Dirt
Bucket
Ext.

90 x 55 x 41-in
(2,286 x 1,397 x 1,041 mm)

1,400 lbs
(635 kg)

3.46-cu yd
(2.64 m3)

660 Dirt
Bucket
Ext.

90 x 60 x 44-in
(2,286 x 1,524 x 1,118 mm)

1,500 lbs
(680 kg)

4.37-cu yd
(3.34 m3)

720 Dirt
Bucket

61 x 64 x 45-in
(1,549 x 1,626 x 1,143 mm)

1,550 lbs
(703 kg)

2.92-cu yd
(2.23 m3)

720 Dirt
Bucket
Ext.

90 x 64 x 45-in
(2,286 x 1,626 x 1,143 mm)

1,720 lbs
(780 kg)

4.4-cu yd
(3.36 m3)

780 Dirt
Bucket
Ext.

90 x 70 x 48-in
(2,286 x 1,778 x 1,219 mm)

2,350 lbs
(1,066 kg)

5.4-cu yd
(4.13 m3)

Akkerman reserves the right to improve its products without notice or obligation.
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AZ100 TGS Pipe Station on Self-Leveling Tribrach

AZ100 TGS Control Screen

AZ100 TGS Shaft Pipe Station

AZ100 TGS Diagram Showing Shaft and Pipe Station #1

The AZ100 Total Guidance System (TGS) is a tunneling navigation system for extended lengths and alignments with
curves. The AZ100 TGS is comprised of individual, self leveling, station units that maintain a surveyed connection
throughout the alignment without the need for continuous, manual surveying. The AZ100 Total Guidance System registers
the position and angle of incidence of the red laser emitted from the guidance system. The first pipe station is positioned
at 300-lf. and additional pipe stations are added as required along the alignment to maintain a line of sight between all
stations. An impressive range of distance between pipe stations can be achieved, on average 1,000-3,500-lf. dependent
upon prism size, tunnel diameter and atmospherics.
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DRIVEN FOR CUSTOMER SUCCESS
Since 1973, Akkerman has developed,
manufactured and supported quality pipe
jacking and tunneling solutions that accurately
install a variety of underground infrastructure.
We are proud to be the only North American
manufacturer of our range of equipment and a
global competitor.
Symmetry with contractors has been the
backbone of our business and a point of
distinction above our competition. Before
Akkerman the equipment manufacturer there
was D. H. Akkerman Construction Company.
To satisfy their need to accurately install pipe
under crossings, the manufacturing branch of
Akkerman was founded over forty years ago.
Our business operates with the highest level
of integrity and Akkerman employees have
a personal investment in our customers’
success. Our highly skilled sales team has a
clear understanding of industry demands.
Our in-house engineering department applies
the most current standards and continually
reviews, reassesses and enhances our
equipment offerings.
We are committed to making every effort to
position our equipment on your next project. As
an added benefit, the purchase of a complete
equipment system includes crew training and
technical support. Akkerman systems are
available for purchase, lease-to-purchase, or
rent from our rental fleet. Select equipment
will be considered for trade-in. Contact a sales
engineer to pair the best option with your
requirements.
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